Coastal Cup #5 - North Shore Auto Mall - July 9, 2017
Barry Fox Here are the results. Others will chime in with their versions of what took place
but . . . . A great bunch of sailing once the winds arrived. I'll miss some but . . . . a big thanks
to Rob, Gunther and Wilson for pulling off an event in Vancouver for maybe the first time
since 2003(?) (certainly since 2005). Lots of work to find a site and then some stress when
the wind didn't want to cooperate at first. But that got fixed and it was really pretty good
sailing all afternoon. 17 boats for a one-day event is nothing to sneeze at. A great turnout by
any measurement and nice to see the size of fleet that is developing in the Vancouver area.
What a fantastic addition to the IOM fleet! Thanks to Lawrie for sitting on a rock all afternoon
to call the starts and finishes. I didn't catch the name of his helper so someone else can
supply that in a comment but also a big thanks to them as well. Almost half the fleet traveled
some distance and that was rewarding to see. The Vancouver area guys have been very
supportive of the series and it is nice to be able to pay them back by attending their event.
My summary is that if you are reading this, have an IOM in the shop and didn't bother to try
to get there - - - your loss. We need to do this again
Wilson Chong Thanks Barry .. but I really didn't do anything. Big Thanks go to Gunther Yip,
Rob M., and Bob Lewis for really putting this on. The wind was great in the afternoon... just
need to move some more rocks out of the way. Also Allan Gardner was the brains behind the
waiver and that ice cold water too.
Bob Lewis Impressive dominant result by Martin with his own design with his own sails all
self built.
Bob Wells Bud Fassnacht is back radio sailing - that is great!
Wilson Chong And he (Bud) performed First Aid too! He helped patch my leg up when I
scrapped it launching. He had an industrial first aid kit.
Jerry Brower Wilson scrapped up his leg right after he signed the waiver.

